ANTHONY   EDEN
the last resort overrode the demands of a society greater in
political and legal content than the sum of the States com-
posing it. Eden has left the way open to advance and retreat.
In the divergence between himself and Neville Chamberlain
both men might look at this Leamington speech for vindica-
tion. Eden still harped on Locarno, and still hoped to replace
it with a fresh settlement. This work he called * confidential
and diplomatic negotiations for repairing the damaged
structure of European security ", describing it in addition as
* a more immediate issue ', but the full relation of the Locarno
to the League system he did not elaborate.
Three days later, in a speech at an International Chamber
of Commerce luncheon in honour of the young Belgian
Premier and economist, M. Van Zeeland, and to the toast of
* the friendship of nations coupled with our friendship for
Belgium', he claimed that there is no greater service by our
country to the cause of peace than clarity. * Let me, therefore,
on this Anglo-Belgian occasion, once again affirm that the
independence and integrity of Belgium is^a. vital interest for
this nation, and that Belgium could count upon our help
were she ever the victim of unprovoked aggression*. But
over and above this mighty guarantee, ' we share also the
same conceptions of international order; a renunciation of
war as an instrument of national policy; a willingness to settle
disputes by peaceful means; the acceptance of certain agreed
canons of international law. But let there be no mistake, those
conceptions are tokens neither of softness nor of cowardice.
We believe them to be tokens of civilization the nations must
choose'.
He then spoke of the heavy cost of a return to the arbitra-
ment of the sword, and said this was no excuse for a
repetition of past errors. To-day we had the supreme advan-
tage that the experience of 1914-18 lay behind us. * The
statesmen of the world must know the Nemesis that awaits
them and their countries if war is ever again loosed upon
the earth. Is there, then, no alternative? Surely there is. It
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